You could join a job that does any of these...

All of these are good things to do. But along with compensation and
growth, do you want to be a part of an initiative that can really make
an impact? Then consider CoCubes!
India has the largest youth population in the world and we are NOT employable. Engineers don’t know
coding, plumbers don’t know plumbing and the education system is broken. Government and large
private companies want to fix this and are putting effort left, right and centre to do so. Have a look at this
http://www.clearias.com/pradhan-mantri-kaushal-vikas-yojana-pmkvy/
Here is TEDx Talk on what is the real problem with employability in India?

The key to fixing this is to measure employability correctly – this requires building a secure assessment
system which will work in the fields when testing a farmer for his knowledge on growing bananas to
testing in IIT/NIT over student laptops where everyone tries to hack the system.
We need you to build this system with us. We already do a million online assessments a year, and we
want to do more. You can look for a steep career growth and you would have the time of your life!

We are looking to hire Associate Software Engineers for the below mentioned roles
Role of Core Development Engineer
 A rock-star in writing code in C/C++.
 Knowledge of STL and Boost libraries would be an added advantage.
 Conceptually clear on Data Structures, Algorithms, Multithreading and Databases.
 Basic understanding of compilers and how they work.
Role of Associate Software Engineer
 A rock-star in writing code in at least one of the scripting languages – Perl / Python /
Bash/.Net/C/C++/C#.
 Excellent grasp on the most frequently used Linux /UNIX commands. Example - ‘sed’, ‘awk’, ‘grep’
 Conceptually clear on Networking and Databases.
Desired Qualifications / Traits
 Good business acumen and analytical / problem solving abilities (including eye for detail)
 Maturity and ability to handle stress and demanding business requirements
 Self driven, persistent, action oriented and goal driven
 Integrity and professionalism in work
Compensation
Candidates shall be eligible for a compensation of 10 LPA depending on their skills and experience.
Interested candidates can write with their updated resume to careers@cocubes.com with ‘Application for
the role of Associate Software Engineer’ in the subject line.
About CoCubes
CoCubes is India's largest assessment and hiring platform. We run assessments to measure employability
across all domains – from programming to plumbing.
CoCubes works with 750+ corporate clients to execute entry level and lateral assessments and has access
to more than a million candidates through its platform. We run 1 million+ assessments each year in 250+
cities; thus, everyday helping our corporate clients reduce interview bandwidth using our central
assessment platform, helping our institutional clients measure and improve employability and helping
candidates move ahead on their career path. Our vision is to ensure that everyone in the country gets an
equal opportunity to build a career. We are the visionaries of this space with a strong growth trajectory
and an exciting firm to be with!
We are a young and passionate team of 65+ people (all of an average age of 27!). We have organizational
hierarchies only for fixing accountability across people. The Founders, Leads and all team members use
similar workstations. We DON’T have a single enclosed work cubicle in our office! We believe in having fun
at work and with a promise to always be ‘Responsibly Relentlessly Resourceful.’
For more on our Culture and Careers @ CoCubes visit our page http://www.cocubes.com/hiring.aspx

